From the Revolution Club

No free rein for police to terrorize and murder
Black and Brown people!
Hands off the people and the revolutionaries!

PROTEST
THURSDAY, JUNE 22ND, 4 PM
63RD AND ASHLAND
As summer in Chicago hits, Chicago police have unleashed their "summer mobile" kill squad on the
people. This kill squad is ALREADY murdering our youth, shooting down 17-year-old Corsean Lewis in
a hail of bullets on June 2. This only two weeks after a sheriff killed 17-year-old Rashad Wells only a few
blocks away.
No one should accept this, we don't have to just accept murder after murder after brutal murder of our
youth. There is a way out but we have to fight for it. The police don't want people to stand up and they
don't want you getting with the leadership, organization, science and strategy that is the WAY OUT of this
fucked-up system that has us in this situation in the first place. That is why they illegally arrested members
of the Revolution Club just for taking out the message of revolution in April and that is why on June 10th
they came out in force with their pig commander along with a wagon and squad cars to keep people from
even coming to hear a call to get out of killing each other and get organized to fight the real enemy.
What are the pigs trying to accomplish with their brutality and murder and repression and terror? BA, the
leader of the Revolution makes it clear:
“The role of the police is not to serve and protect the people. It is to serve and protect the system
that rules over the people. To enforce the relations of exploitation and oppression, the conditions of
poverty, misery and degradation into which the system has cast people and is determined to keep
people in. The law and order the police are about, with all of their brutality and murder, is the law and
the order that enforces all this oppression and madness.”
Bob Avakian, BAsics 1:24
The Revolution Club says NO! WE WILL NOT LET THIS STAND. In our summer proclamation we
declared, "This Summer in Chicago Will NOT Be a Bloodbath of Killing Each Other, This Summer Will NOT
Be Free Rein for Police to Murder and Terrorize Black and Brown People, This Summer We Get Organized
for Revolution to Emancipate All of Humanity."
You are needed to step up to this challenge. Join the Revolution Club Thursday, June 22nd at 63rd &
Ashland at 4pm.
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